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P.T. Johnstone has observed several errors in the above mentioned paper: 
The given proofs of Theorems 1.4, 2.4 and 2.13 require the additional hypothesis 
that the tiny object A be well-supported. As a consequence, Theorem 2.14 is without 
proof. In the case of 2.13, this is needed to sustain the result, since only then is A- 
disc a coreflective subtopos of B. 
The folIowing proof due to Johnstone, however, recaptures Theorem 1.4 as 
stated: 
For my tiny A, and any B, we claim: 
D dBCA) is given by the left-hand map 
-Gs(D~~(,+) - .&W~D)/, 
in the pullback 
where c : B + BA corresponds under exponential adjointness to nB : B x A + B, and 
the horizontal map B+ (BA)A is the counit of the adjunction. 
To verify this, consider the following chain of natural isomorphisms: 
maps c -+ DA,A in E/B 
I D. Yetter, On right adjoints to exponential functors, J. Pure Appl. Algebra 45 (1987) 287-304. 
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diagrams .ZB C--------t &(~&A) 
\J in E 
B 
I I (KD)A 
B-(BA) 
'I A 
in E 
squares 
I I 
BA-B A 
id 
in E 
maps (& C)” --+ II, D in E/BA 
maps c*((&C)~ -+ BA) + D in E/B 
It then suffices to show that 
c*((& C)A --t BA) 
is naturally isomorphic to CAsA. Again a sequence of natural isomorphisms 
suffices: 
maps X--+ c*((&&” ---t BA) in E/B 
squares &3x - G&C) 
A 
I I 
B -BA 
c 
squares C,XxA ___* &C 
I I 
BxA-B 
TiB 
in E 
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maps XXd,A-tC in E/B 
The proof of necessity in Theorem 2.4 is valid in general. For sufficiency in the 
absence of well-supportedness, note that for D=d,X, if B is A-discrete, then 
[&A(I~,LI~X)]~ = (Xx BA)A = X, x (BA)A. 
Finally, in the presence of these corrections, the proof of Theorem 2.14 is correct 
when the second sentence is amended to read “Since subterminators, U, are discrete 
with respect to any tiny object A, such that support(A) > U, . . . “. 
